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ABSTRACT: n recent decades, human natural environment undergoes dramatically change due to 
electromagnetic and magnetic artificial fields increasing and expanded range. The field’s daily functions 
in home appliance consumptions and treatment fields, transportation, communications and various 
industries cause different creatures like plants and animals subjected more to electromagnetic fields. 
Various studies in literature focused on the fields influence on physiology, organogenesis, and 
biochemistry of human and animal models (aladjadjiyan, 2002). But a few studies focused on plants 
(layman and Wallis). This research aims to study and examine electromagnetic wave influence on plants. 
These experiments were done in biology departments of Shiraz University in electromagnetic wave 
research department. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 Electromagnetic waves like any other waves such as sound waves carry energy. Unlike sound waves, 
Electromagnetic waves pass through void. Electromagnetic waves propagation rate is more than sound waves 
propagation. Sound waves propagation rate in ambient air is about 340 m/s, while Electromagnetic waves 
propagation rate in ambient air is about 300000km/s (kresimire , 2009). 
 Electromagnetic waves spectrum from long wave  to short wave includes radio waves, radar waves, microwaves 
(short wavelength waves), infrared waves, ultraviolet waves, x-ray, and gamma ray. Microwaves used to send 
computer, visual and text messages, each optical fiber concurrently  send 1000 sound messages with various 
wavelength to far away distances and remote places. In addition, these waves were used in cooking and the waves 
energy absorbed by food molecules and results in their severe vibration. In recent century, communication industry 
progressed dramatically, so that nowadays, using telephones and cell-phones  is prevalent. Optical fiber invention 
results in  to send multi sms simultaneously. Visual message forwarded from source to destination in another parts 
of the world by satellites easily. Electromagnetic waves in various forms exist around us and other creatures in the 
planet and cause creatures undergo dramatic changes. (mousavi , 2001). 
 Electromagnetic waves in various forms exist around us and other creatures in the planet and cause creatures 
undergo dramatic changes. Cell-phones as one of the Electromagnetic waves generators with frequency about 900 
MHz and BTS stations (base transceiver station) of telecommunication with frequency about 1800 to 2200 MHz as 
cell-phones amplified stations are plentiful in urban places and critical places like elementary schools, kindergartens, 
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and living places. Electromagnetic waves due to increasing usage hurt plants and other living creatures (ayrapetyan, 
2006). 
 Some studies showed that  in plants, Electromagnetic fields influence on seeds germination rate, length, and 
diameters of coarse seeds. (kresimire , 2009). 
 Various studies showed that Electromagnetic waves influence on all aspects of plants life like vegetative, 
reproductive growth, structure, and plants cell performance. (Hugo,2009) 
 Findings showed that Electromagnetic radiations specially, low frequency Electromagnetic waves influence on 
permanent water and membrane electrical features in seeds and accelerate biological processes and material 
exchange in seeds cells. This intensification results in nutrients enter all volume of seeds thus, seeds shows higher 
speed and percentage of germination (ayrapetyan, 2006 and aloriany, 2003). Proline amino acid quantity 
measurements in maize leaves. In order to extract and measure proline it was used Bates, Waldron, and Tear 
approach. 
 
proline amino acid role in a biotic stress 
 Due to various researchers study, non-alive stress especially dryness and salinity influence on azotes 
metabolism in plants. Different researchers studies results showed that under water stress in wilted plants hydrolyze 
occur and increase plant amino acid rate. 
 Under sever water shortage condition, free amino acids especially proline accumulates in plants tissues. Free 
proline acidity rate (absent in protein configuration) increase significantly in under stress plants. 
 Proline increase in order to decrease plant water potential in order to maintain tumescence pressure .proline  
like other amino acids like organic acids, sugars, and other organic compounds act as osmosis regulator an play 
significant role in cell osmosis requirements modification at last solve water shortage problems. It was confirmed that 
synthesis increase proline  and its irrelevant to protein hydrolyze. 
In addition to osmosis regulator role, proline function as follow: 
1.energy storage to regulate cell vitalization potential. 
2.proline act as electron strong role giving antioxidant in order to remove free radicals. 
3.protects macromolecules like proteins 
4.increase inner cell acidity 
Carbonate and azotes storage for relieve stress period. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

1.proline rate measurement 
 In order to measure proline rate it was used Bate method. It was used nin-hydrine  material-acetic acid, 6-mol 
phosphoric acid, 3%sulpho salicylic acid, proline amino acid, and toluene. 
 
Nin-hydrine solution preparation 
 It was added 30ml acetic acid and 20 ml phosphoric acid 6-mol added to 1/25g nin-hydrine. After complete 
solution, the product kept at fridge. 
 
Experiment: 
 Initially, 200mg of aerial part and 300 mg of root distributed, then 10ml of 3% sulpho salicylic acid added to each 
one , after 48 hours, pour  2ml of each above mentioned solutions and add 2 ml nin-hydrine and 2 ml acetic acid to 
each one. 
 Experiment pipe content heated at 78c  bath hot water for 1 hour. After an hour, pipes pulled out from hot water 
and inserted in full of ice dishes. After cooling, it was poured 4 ml toluene to each experiment pipe, then it was mixed 
through vortex mixer for 20 seconds. 
 Finally, , each experiment pipe shaped two phases. It was used red complex upper phase in order to proline 
measurement. 
 Absorption field in 520 Nano wavelength measured by spectrophotometer and also it was used   0, 40, 80, 120, 
160, 200, 240,mm density praline solution  in order to draw standard deviation curve and 0 density experiment pipe 
was used as Blank witness. 
 B.11 days old plants inserted in plant under  940 MHz EMF  waves ray and  witness seedling absorbed 0 MHz 
waves.. waves inserted through mobile simulator  electromagnetic plant made by Shiraz University in seedling. 
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Results obtained from electromagnetic ray radiation on control maize seedling and 940mhz ray 3 hours treatment 
are as follow: 
 

Curve1. Maize seedling proline content under mobile wave ray for 0.3  and 5 hours in 3 day for a week 
 

 
 
Electromagnetic waves with high frequency mobile waves influence on proline amino acid rate 
 Results obtained from study of mobile electromagnetic waves influence on praline amino acid rate measured by 
electromagnetic device made in shiraz university of Iran in aerial limbs of 13 old days maize plants were studied for 
3 days in different times about 3 hours during day and 5 hours during night. Without mobile waves, proline rate of 
control group than treatment group subjected to waves decrease with 940 MHZ severity significantly that is Alfa level 
differences is meaningful at 0.05. Proline rate increased in both treatment groups which is in second treatment group 
about 5 hours in 3 days showed more increases. In treatment group about 5 hours during a day proline rate reaches 
to its highest level.  
 Approximate proline rate in witness group with 4 repetitions is 1.29 Mm/g weight of wet mature leaf. 
Approximate proline rate in first treatment group for 3 hours in 3 days subjected to 940MHZ electromagnetic waves 
with 4 repetitions is 1.91 Mm/g weight of wet mature leaf. 
 Approximate proline rate in first treatment group for 5 hours in 3 days subjected to 940MHZ electromagnetic 
waves with 4 repetitions is 2.61 Mm/g weight of wet mature leaf. 
 In all three groups, in most cases during various times of 3 hours and 5 hours subjected to mobile waves rays 
with each other and with witness group in alpha level it was observed significant difference of 0.05. 
 
Conclusion: 
 Electromagnetic waves obtained from 940MHZ frequency mobile referred as abiotic anti-stress factor for plants. 
Complement experiments in order to verify this contents is carrying out in biology department of Shiraz University’s 
science college  
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